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Why are we spending tax payer dollars on this? EVERY country that has decommissioned
their nuclear plants and went towards solar and wind ( with coal and natural gas backups) has
seen a substantial increase in CO2 emissions. Why are we moving away from nuclear?
Nuclear is the safest, cleanest, and most abundant energy source available to us in the 21st
century. Solar takes up way more space for a fraction of the power output. This will destroy
local farmland in some of the most fertile farmland in West Ohio. All of this is going on as we
continue to show commercials about feeding children. Clearly the local residents want nothing
to do with this project, it will not create many jobs for the local economy, and is not
economically viable for a new age Society.
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From the US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health "It has been found
that RF-EMF can induce changes in central nervous system nerve cells, including neuronal
cell apoptosis, changes in the function of the nerve myelin and ion channels; furthermore, RF-
EMF act as a stress source in living creatures. The possible biological effects of RF-EMF
exposure have not yet been proven, and there are insufficient data on biological hazards to
provide a clear answer to possible health risks. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
biological response to RF-EMF in consideration of the comprehensive exposure with regard to
the use of various devices by individuals." Please take into consideration the area this project
is being proposed in. I know of several families with young children that will be surrounded
on all sides of their homes. This clearly highlights what kind of company Lightsource bp is
that they would sacrifice the health of a community for a few years of profit.
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